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This theme, now in year four, celebrates the enormous, indeed disproportionate, influence women have on our industry.
We recognize that the Morgan community, throughout its history, has not merely provided acceptance. Rather women
have proven that they are more than equal in the areas of vision, direction, accomplishment and utilization of the breed.
The Morgan industry has not been male-centric. Women have been leaders, mentors, educators, innovators, adjudicators,
pioneers, counselors and advocates.
The staff of The Morgan Horse has, for the fourth year, searched our archives, asked our advisors and brainstormed in
meetings to generate a long list and then the short list that appears here. The Honor Roll is never intended to be complete. We will
add names to it annually. We strive, in one issue each year, to be sure the list is as varied, diverse and colorful as the breed itself.
For the third year we have invited nominations from the floor, so to speak. Through communication with the AMHA
membership, via email, our website and Facebook, we have invited the public to nominate one person to the list. That
nominee appears as the final honoree on the 2012 Honor Roll.
Ladies, you continue to inspire us.

Maretta
Kennedyy
Cast In Bronze

The Morgan breed speaks to artists and, over the decades, artists have
done much to influence how we see the Morgan. In her generation,
Maretta Kennedy’s bronzes have spoken to how we feel about our horses
and preserved the images of many important Morgans for posterity

I
Maretta Kennedy
poses with a clay
casting of Fleetwing and at work
in her studio on a
lifesize bronze.
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t was a fortunate day for the Morgan industry when Maretta
Kennedy happened upon Wil-O-Mor Spitfire. Maretta was
studying under the direction of Lyle Wick at the University of
Minnesota when she laid eyes upon the beautiful stallion that instantly
captured her heart. Thus began Maretta’s undying love of the Morgan
horse, which later became an incredible gift to others who share her
passion for this magnificent breed.
As Maretta’s affinity to Morgans grew, so did her affection for art.
It is the crossroads of these two passions that has led her to become
the person we think of whenever we envision a bronze statue of our
treasured four-legged friends.
It’s impossible to love Morgans without carrying a deep
appreciation for their beauty, and no one can capture that beauty
better than Maretta Kennedy. Her impressive pieces now grace many
homes and farms across the country, as there is no better gift than a
permanent cast of one’s beloved horse.
On behalf of the Morgan community, I would like to thank

Maretta for her years of devotion to our breed. She has graciously
donated sculptures numerous occasions, raising thousands of dollars
for our community. She has shared her immeasurable talent by
creating replicas of our most treasured horses and, above all, she is a
Morgan horse lover to the core of her being. Congratulations Maretta
on this well deserved honor.
Dawn Fire

Lisa
Singerr
Driving Force

The prominence that Morgans enjoy in the world of Carriage Driving
and Combined Driving Events owes much to the visionaries who saw
the potential and drove the breed to the fore. Lisa Singer is one of the
most competitive and articulate of these visionaries.
ine time National Pair Champion, eight time member of the
US Team at the World Pair Driving Championship, coach of
the US Team at the World Singles Championship and World
Pony Championship are just a few of driver Lisa Singer’s impressive
accomplishments. But they don’t begin to describe the contributions
to the driving world, combined driving and to Morgan Horses in
driving that she has made.
Lisa, from Chadds Ford, PA, is an energetic, down to earth person
with a fascination with horses and a gift for working with horses and
with drivers. She has instructed some of the best drivers in America,
but takes as much pleasure from helping a beginner figure out how
to be safe and get the most from their horse. Lisa has organized many
driving events and clinics, such as the Elk Creek CDE and the Salute
to Driving, as well as working behind the scenes at the Laurels at
Landhope for many years. She serves as an ADS judge as well as being
part of USEF and ADS committees that govern the driving sport in this
country, along with being a busy horse trainer, instructor and clinician.
Lisa has been a huge promoter of the Morgan horse in driving
her entire career. Starting with her first pair, Meadowgreen Molly,
Meadowgreen Treasure and Battersea Chancellor (owned by long-time
supporter Mimi Thorington), Lisa and the ‘Beasties’ (her nickname for
the Morgans) took the combined driving world by storm and became
the first woman to win the National Pair Championship. Her careful
training made her Morgans strong, brave and responsive. Her quick
mind and knack for strategy made her a fierce competitor. Her love for
the sport and for Morgans allowed her to share her skills with others.
Lisa has always been generous with her time, knowledge and energy.
Lisa has made a considerable contribution to the popularity of
Morgan horses in combined driving. She is widely admired in this
country as well as overseas. Not bad for a grandmother of four!
Shelly Temple
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Lisa Singer close up
and on the course.
(Top photo © Paige DD Singer)

Left & below: Laura Behning
has expressed her love of Morgan colors in both art and in the
breeding shed.

Laura Behningg

Colorful Torchbearer

The subject of colorful Morgans is a complicated one–genetically and
politically. Its advocate is this erudite writer, breeder and artist from
Georgia (whose writings on Morgan colors are archived at www.
morganhorse.com/breed_journal/achives/).
first became acquainted with Laura while I was giving a “color”
presentation in Georgia many years ago. Since then I have had the
pleasure of many interactions with Laura and am privileged to
call her a friend.

I
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Laura Behning continued
Laura’s knowledge, artistic abilities and contributions as
a breeder have proven to be extremely valuable to the Morgan
community.
Laura acquired her first Morgan in 1984, sometime later her
interests also turned to colorful Morgans. Laura has written many
articles on Morgan color. They have appeared in The Morgan
Horse magazine, Simply Morgan, Classic Morgan Admirers, the
Rainbow Morgan Horse Association Newsletter, Just About Horses,
and many other equine publications over the years. In The
Morgan Horse she has had many articles highlighting various
colorful Morgans and helped us all understand the colors we have
in the Morgan today. One of the marvelous things about some
of Laura’s educational articles is the fabulous artwork she has
included to help us visualize and understand this subject. Laura
is also an accomplished editor—having edited the Rainbow
Morgan Horse Association Newsletter for many years. You may
have heard of this newsletter at AMHA conventions, as it has won
many awards there.
Laura is truly a very gifted artist. Her marvelous Morgan
drawings, sculptures and resins are beautiful and show just

a small part of this young lady’s talents. Laura also uses her
artistic abilities to design websites, design ads for publication
and produce many beautiful gifts. Some of her websites include
the Morgan Colors website and the Silver Dapple Morgans
Project. Both of these sites provide us with a tremendous
amount of historical and photographic information, as well as
education.
Laura has also contributed to the Morgan with her breeding
program. She has bred classic Morgans, many of color. Perhaps
she will be most remembered for her breeding of those with the
silver dapple gene. Laura had long suspected that this gene was
present in the Morgan, but it was not until the 21st century that
it was proven. Laura’s breeding program was instrumental in
helping to save this colorful segment of the Morgan population,
most notably with the birth of the beautiful bay silver dapple
stallion, Unconventional, in 2006.
So, we honor Laura here and are extremely thankful for her
extra-ordinary contributions to the Morgan in education, art
and breeding.
Loretta Brown

Judy Nasonn

A Practical Horsewoman
Judy Nason is an iconic figure, especially in the discipline of
Western pleasure where she has set a style in more ways than one.
She is an example of a talent mentored by the Morgan breed
who has gone on in turn to mentor many more.

O

ne time I was trying to mount a horse that was acting up
and really making a fool of me. Judy Nason stepped in,
took the reins of the double bridle in hand and pinned
the reins at a spot around the withers, much like a set of tightened
side reins. She did this with enough force to knock the horse off
balance if he had continued acting up. Instead, the horse planted all
four feet solidly on the ground. Judy looked at me and said “This
horse is not willing to hurt himself, he is not going to hurt you.”
Hanging out with Judy Nason you get many lessons in good, oldfashioned sensible horsemanship like this. Many people think Judy
is exceedingly quiet, but I’ve traveled across country with her and,
if you keep the topic on Morgan horses, there is a steady stream of
conversation. And she was there for so much interesting history, going
to shows as kids with Mike Goebig and his father, working summers
at Orcland Farm, learning from her teacher Orcland Bellendon,
her close friendship with the publicist Rodney Gould, her stints
at the White family’s Green Acres and the Kay family’s Birchwood
Farm. Many familiar Morgan horsemen got their early lessons from
her: Rick Lane, Jeff White and his wife Darlene Kay White, David
Sproul, She’s also credited with being one of the winningest trainers
in the history of Morgan Western horses which, long before it was
common-place, she called “dressage horses ridden one handed.”
The style in which Western Morgans show today owes much to her

Two iconic moments
with Judy Nason.
A victory pass on
Treble’s Tangueray
and aboard her
“teacher” Orcland
Bellendon.
(Photos © Saddle Horse Report, Freudy Photos [inset])
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Judy Nason continued
influence on horses like Pondview Portrait, Corrick, Burkland
Nicholas, FCF Montego Bay and Treble’s Tangueray. Many
trainers and instructors would be happy to rest on such laurels.
Instead, a couple of years ago, Judy turned her mind over to
natural horseman Chris Cox giving an entirely new complexion
to her already practical approach to training her four-legged
companions. How many senior horsemen send themselves out
for continuing education?

It is not coincidental that Judy has interpreted the Morgan
through art in many logos and in needlepoint patterns that are
available commercially. She sews and makes the identifiable
jackets and chaps worn by herself and her students.
Judy is the ultimate good sense horsewoman. The Morgan
breed should give itself high marks for having mentored talent
such as hers in our midst.
Stephen Kinney

Carol
Hudson
The Artist as Breeder

Carol Hudson didn’t just breed Morgans, she bred a look.
Say the word “Treble’s” and an instantly identifiable silhouette comes to
mind. Many breeders strive toward this, Carol truly accomplished it.

A

n artist’s eye and a passion for the Morgan horse is the
foundation of the Treble’s breeding program. That eye and
that passion is Carol Hudson.
By using her degree in art, Carol has always conceptualized her
image of the ideal Morgan horse. With this picture in mind, she has
built her breeding program one layer at a time.
The base for her portrait began with her first Morgan purchase,
Quaker Acre Treble, thus the “Treble’s” prefix. This high stepping
Trophy bred stallion put Carol on the Morgan map.
The next layer for her idealized picture introduced the wildly
famous Treble’s Willy Wild. By crossing this Nocturne bred phenomena
with the powerful Treble, Carol created the second generation in her
breeding program.
And then came the special Waseeka’s In Command son, Tug Hill
Commando. In 1982 Carol selected Commando from a small photo
that had been sent to her from breeder Ann Hastings in upstate New
York. That sight unseen purchase solidified Carol’s place in Morgan
chronicles.
The Commando—Willy Wild cross has been extraordinarily
successful in both the show ring and in breeding operations throughout
the United States and Canada. This bloodline is continually sought
after by serious breeders today.
After establishing the foundation for her ideal Morgan portrait,
Carol has continued to update this masterpiece with breedings to
highly sought after outcrosses. She has recently blended her patented
Treble’s line with such stallions as Serenity Masterpiece, Liberation
First Star, Hollybrook Stage Rage, Centerpiece and Mizrahi, with her
typically definitive results.
With her artist’s flair and her Morgan ardor Carol has created a
tour de force with her picture perfect Morgan horses.
Congratulations, my friend, on this honor.
Cheri Barber

Above left: Carol Hudson in the stands with her husband Chuck and at
home with Tug Hill Commando. (Inset photo © H. R. Hoover)
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Karen
Myers
The Reining Queen
One Morgan stallion made the difference persuading this reiner
of the breed’s viability for her discipline. Together they made
reining and Morgan history.

K

Karen Myers during
Twin Pond Disco Kid’s
final show ring appearance and making one
of the most definitive
stops ever captured on
film. (Photos © Debbie UeckerKeough, Waltenberry [inset])

aren’s involvement in the Morgan horse industry began when
she met Twin Pond Disco Kid in 1991. Prior to finding the
Morgan horse, Karen had been involved in the Quarter Horse
industry for many years. It is safe to say when Karen met ”Bucky”
(Twin Pond Disco Kid) she was hooked! She immediately saw the
potential in this talented stallion and retrained this one time show
horse to be one of the premier Morgan reiners of his time. Before
Bucky retired at the age of 18, he and Karen garnered numerous
national and world titles and enjoyed success in open competition
NRHA reining events. Karen’s love for the Morgan horse grew out
of the love she had for this special stallion. She became a tireless
promoter of the Morgan breed. She has made appearances with
her Morgan reiners at Equine Affaire, Quarter Horse Congress and
numerous clinics and demonstrations across the country. Karen’s
willingness to share her expertise as both a longtime reining exhibitor
and an NRHA judge has been invaluable in promoting the Morgan
as a reining horse.
Karen has also made a significant contribution as a breeder
of quality performance Morgans. With Twin Pond Disco Kid as a
foundation sire, Karen has gathered a small band of good broodmares
(most notably the World Champion Open Morgan Reining mare
More Apples Please). Her focus on type, correct conformation, good
minds and athleticism has made the horses that wear the “Disco” prefix
a force to be reckoned with in the show pen. The list of successful
Morgan reiners that she has bred includes such standouts as Disco
Fever, Disco Kid and Disco Patricia, all of whom hold Morgan world
reining titles and are NRHA money earners.
Karen’s success as a breeder and exhibitor of Morgan performance
horses, and her generosity in sharing her reining expertise with a
wider audience of equine enthusiasts gives her a well deserved spot on
this year’s honor roll of influential women.
Ellen Palillo

Frieda
Datte
Waer
A Pioneer

Her devotion to the Morgan helped establish the breed in California
and her prefix has been a valuable foundation for many other breeders.

A
The pioneering Frieda
Waer and, inset, with
the mare Lana and Rex’s
Major Monte as a foal.
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s a breeder of Morgan horses, there is no greater tribute than
to be remembered for the horses you have bred and for the
genetic contribution you have made to the future of the breed.
Frieda D. Waer is certainly owing of such a tribute for being one of
California’s leading breeders of Morgan’s from the 1940s until 1987.
Frieda’s lifelong love for the Morgan horse became a dream come
true when she married her first husband Thomas Ruben Rex in 1944.
Together they traveled across the country visiting Morgan breeders
and selecting young Morgans that would make up the nucleus of
their breeding program. From Gerald F. Taft came Lana, a Goldfield

Frieda Datte Waer continued

daughter and Ruthven’s Kathryn Ann, by Lippitt Moro Ash.
From Roy Brunk, Gontola, a Flyhawk daughter and from the
J. C. Jackson Ranch in Montana they bought Monte L a son of
Major R M.
By any standards this would be considered a very strong
beginning. Rex’s Major Monte was one of the first offspring of
Monte L and Lana. He was an impressive stallion who would
become the major force in their breeding program and Mr. Rex’s
personal mount.
After Mr Rex’s untimely death from a heart attack in 1948,
Frieda married Frank Waer and they established the Double
F. Ranch in Santiago Canyon north of San Diego, California.

Frieda’s talent for breeding conformationally correct, balanced
moving and genetically contributory Morgans blossomed. The
years from 1950 to 1987 would produce approximately 137
registered Morgans with the Waer prefix. Many of these would
become family mounts participating in the many disciplines
within the Morgan breed. Others would become foundation stock
for Morgan breeders such as Waer’s Mar Lisa for Intrepid Farms.
Frieda was also a very active organizer of the Southern
California Morgan Horse Club and the Morgan Horse Breeders
and Exhibitors Association of California. She will long be
remembered for the many contributions she made to the
Morgan breed.
Arthur L. Perry Jr.

Ellen
DiBellaa
The Planner

Serving the Morgan breed for decades now, Ellen DiBella has developed
fantastic organizational skills. Today she turns those skills toward
promoting what is perhaps the breed’s newest claim to fame, as
president of the Western Dressage Association of America.

E

llen, who is a fourth generation Californian raised in Salinas,
never did outgrow the “horse crazy phase” as her father had
expected she would. Ellen met Mary Woolverton when her
husband, Nick, was chief of Hematology Oncology at Fitzsimons
Army Medical Center. The first time Nick heard the question, “what
horse is that?” was in 1972 when Ellen saw a palomino Morgan
gelding ride into Mary’s barnyard. Over the next years, he learned
that those words meant Ellen was going to buy the horse in question!
Ellen has added to her herd over the years going first to Funquest
Farms. On one trip to see Stuart Hazard, Ellen had a yearling filly
named Funquest Coed choose her. She bought Serendipity Lyric
B as an embryo and for the past 20 years has focused on Holiday
Compadre and his get. Being in the barn is Ellen’s “happy place”
where she cites many examples of her horses owning her. Her mantra
is to do the best for the horses at all times. One story that she shared
was when she was faced with the loss of a mare during foaling: Ellen
said, “raising an orphan foal taught me a lot about myself.” Ellen is
what is called a “servant leader”; she serves because it needs to be
done, never hesitating to give of herself. Currently she presides as the
president of the Western Dressage Association of America, serves on
the USEF Morgan committee, the board of USEF and on the AMHA
Educational Charitable Trust. Ellen’s list of mentors is a long one with
Mary Woolverton and Georgie Green at the top of the list. These days,
one can find Ellen either in the barn talking to her horses, spoiling
Holiday Compadre or on the phone/internet working on projects
that support the breed that has chosen her.
Linnea Sidi

Above left: Ellen DiBella the organizer and aboard Holiday Compadre.
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Ann
Haileyy
Into The Fields

Walk the pastures of mares and sucklings with Ann Hailey and you get
a lesson in breeding insights and experience a profound example of her
love of the breed. She owns a large herd, she is a prolific breeder and, at
the base of it all, she is a tender-hearted animal lover.

A

Past Honor Roll Honorees
2009

Marilyn Childs
Martha V. Dupont
Anna Ela & Ruth Orcutt
Betty Greene
Helen Greenwalt
Anita Hoitsma
Gloria Jones
Frances Pugh
Sid Spencer
Pat Tataronis Orcutt
Mary Jean Vasiloff
Judy Whitney Harris
Mary Woolverton

2010
Beth Benard
Chris Cassenti
Simy Corbin
Nancy Eidam
Travis Filipek
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Susan, Ling and Iann Fu
Margaret Gardiner
Georgie Green
Elberta Honstein
Jeanne Mellin Herrick
Carol Simpson
Jane Steffenhagen

2011
Peggy Alderman
Barbara Beaumont Cole
Debbie Beth Halachmy
Bobbi Blankenship
Angela Conner Bulmer
Elaine Galatz
Barbara Irvine
Jennifer McFall
Cindy Nord
Elizabeth Power
Lynne Shpak
Bonnie Sogoloff

s I begin to write a tribute to Ann Hailey I am reminded that,
first and foremost, she is a mother. Her devotion to her son,
Chris Duggan, her passion for his happiness and well-being,
shape every moment of her life. It has been a joy for me to get to
know Ann and Patrick, and through them, Chris, over the last five
years. As Chris graduates NYU in May, it will be a blessing to watch
him continue his success as a musician with the love and support he
gets from home. Ann is invested in her son in every way, and it is with
a similar sense of passion and involvement that she has shaped the
Copper Beech breeding program over the last two decades.
While Oklahoma is the gallery whereby we showcase our work
for others to see, you really get to know Ann Hailey, and the depth
of the Copper Beech program, when you walk the fields with her
back at the farms. It is there you will experience Ann’s keen awareness
of bloodlines and the disciplined selection process she utilizes to
purchase bloodstock and produce every foal with the CBMF prefix.
It is astounding, and sometimes overwhelming, to see the quality
stallions, mares and resulting offspring side-by-side. Ann freely
and willingly shares insights and knowledge and imparts a sense of
confidence in visitors that, regardless of financial means, there is
always the right Morgan horse for you. She is invested not only in the
success of Copper Beech, but in each of the horses she produces as
well as the success of new owners of a CBMF Morgan.
Visit the Copper Beech website and you will read: “We breed
with an objective of producing show horses primarily for the pleasure
and park divisions. We strive for Morgans that have it all—athletic
ability, beautiful heads, long legs and necks, laid-back shoulders
and that important Morgan intangible known as heart.” Teamed
with Harry and Carolyn Sebring, Dr. Rick Lesser, and countless
others through the years, Ann has met her objective, repeatedly.
The show ring accomplishments are widely known and wellrespected. The continuous quality improvement and never-ending
quest for excellence are evident year after year in each of the foals that
are produced.
Ann, I am proud to have you as my mentor and friend. You have
helped shape the lives and programs of so many Morgan owners
through the years. You have worked tirelessly with dedication and
passion and I have learned so much from you. I am grateful you are
invested in the success of not only Copper Beech but as well of the
Morgan horse and those who love the breed. I have little doubt that
the CBMF program will serve as a cornerstone for future generations
of the Morgan horse.
Until we meet in the fields once again, I send you my heartfelt
congratulations.
Jay Kleiber

Above left: Ann Hailey together at a Copper Dragon Sale with Harry
Sebring and after a winning drive. (Top photo © Bob Klein)

Suzy
Lucinee
The Cheerleader

She comes from a Morgan community and she has helped to build the
larger Morgan family as a freelance writer, a magazine editor,
an artistic photographer and a most loyal friend to the people she loves:
the Morgan family.

B

Above: Suzy Lucine at her
wedding to Jeff Koller and
inset, her artistic rendering
of Longview Sundance and
Bonnie Sogoloff.
(Inset photo © Suzy Lucine)

Left & below:
The multitalented
Mary Cockriel
with partner
Bob Kellert.
(Photos ©
Casey McBride)

loodlines are important to just about everyone in the Morgan
world and Suzy Lucine has very strong lines on both the top and
bottom of her pedigree. Her family has long been dedicated to
the Morgan breed. Al Lucine has been an AMHA President, served
long term as our Registry Committee Chairman, along with chairing
many other committees too numerous to mention here. Jane Lucine
has worked as show secretary for the Mid-A Morgan Show for more
years than it is even fair to think about and she always had German
Shepherds with her. But this is not their story, this is about their eldest
daughter, Suzanne, or Suzy as she is known. Suzy has long been a
fixture in the Morgan world. I do not remember a time when Suzy
was not there. Suzy worked as an Editor for the breed publication, The
Morgan Horse. She was with the magazine when the association made
the move to Vermont from Utica, New York. I remember her being so
excited about the move. Suzy always has had the attitude that “life is
an adventure.”
Suzy discovered that she had an artistic eye for photography and
I know that just looking around my house, I have been the fortunate
recipient of her talents. She has documented my son growing up.
Early on, she always just gave to you her pictures from the shows.
It has always been a treat to get some of Suzy’s candid shots. If you
were lucky enough to have her take pictures at your training barn she
would always get the shot that was artistic. Suzy is also willing to get
some pictures for a laugh. I am sure she has many that could be used
for blackmail—but of course she would never do that!
If you are lucky enough to be a friend of Suzy’s, you know that
not a milestone in your life goes by without a card or some sort of
acknowledgement from her. Suzy is almost always the first person to
mention congratulations on your successes or hugs for your failures.
This is just what Suzy does.
The Morgan horse family is lucky to have Suzy as its friend. She
has always been its biggest cheerleader.
Ling Fu Wylie

Mary
Cockrielll
The Force

She may be the hardest working woman in show business! With partner
Bob Kellert, she manages a huge string near Denver, shows weekend
after weekend, and inspires superlative horsemanship throughout her
stable.She’s exemplary as a horsewoman and as a businesswoman.

M

ary is always sure she can make things work. Whether it be
a difficult horse, a difficult situation with a client, or just
plain chaos, Mary dives in—and most of the time—it’s
“mission accomplished.”
I actually didn’t know Mary before we became her clients, and
truthfully, didn’t know much about Morgans. However, unbeknown
to Mary, and based on my experience in breeding and showing dogs,
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Mary Cockriel continued
I had made my choice of trainer carefully after observing her
caring, but firm manner with both horses and people. More than
20 years later, I can say without hesitation that my first instincts
were spot-on. With boundless energy and determination,
Mary puts her whole self into whatever she does. Coupled with
enormous talent and inpecable work ethic, Mary is truly a leader
in the Morgan horse industry, and an unwavering supporter of
our breed.
Mary has an uncanny ability to size up both horses and
people. She’s extremely practical and resolutely passionate.
Passion sometimes makes her vulnerable, but that, too, is one of
Mary’s admirable qualities. She gives her all, and sets the bar high
for others. Sometimes, that leads to disappointment, but those
moments are fleeting, as she always rebounds with resolve.
A second generation horse trainer, Mary learned her horse

lessons well from her legendary father, Martin and her warmth
and caring ways from her wonderful mother, Barbara. The
Cockriels are a tight-knit family, and Mary’s devotion to them is
always in evidence.
Soon after we put our horses in training with Mary, she and
Bob Kellert joined forces and established The River’s Edge. They
are an inseparable and formidable team, meshing their equine
skills and personalities with enormous success. Their talent,
professionalism, and spirit make The River’s Edge an ideal, fun
place to train. We “locals” are so grateful to have this calibre of
trainers available in Denver.
With her infectious laugh, indomitable spirit, and passionate
devotion to Morgans, Mary Cockriel is one special lady—and
destined to become a legend of the Morgan horse world.
Cindy Vogels

Crescent
Peircee
Lippitt Legend

Although she died too young, with the Randallane prefix she carried
the historic Lippitt bloodline another generation into the future.
She has left her mark on the breed.

T

he visionary and heart behind the Randallane breeding
program was Crescent J. Peirce. With the love and support
from her husband Todd and her three sons Ross, Trey and
Chase she carried out her lifetime goal of having a Morgan farm. But
it was a family within the Morgan breed that stole her heart. Crescent
spent the majority of her breeding career focused on the Lippitt
Morgan. She especially focused on a foundation mare named Lippitt
Trixie whose legacy almost came to a halt if it wasn’t for her. Crescent
spent countless hours tracking down current descendants of this mare
that were still sound for breeding. Thanks to her there are even more
out there!
She was much more than a breeder to many people. She shared
her knowledge with many girls throughout the years. Crescent knew
that the future was through the kids. So she encouraged not just her
girls but any child that showed enthusiasm towards these wonderful
horses. She was a big supporter of any event that could get the Lippitt
out there for people to see. Such events as the Equine Affaire, Bolton
Fair, The Big E and of course the Lippitt Country Show. Crescent truly
shined when in the ring with these horses that were her life. An endless
smile whether she won or not.
On June 1, 2011 Crescent passed away. This wonderful woman
has definitely left her mark on this small community. She was truly an
inspiration and will be greatly missed by all.
Stefanie Sibley

Above left: The late Crescent Peirce and her signature Lippitt Morgan
Randallance Genesis. (Photos © Donna Sullivan)
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Polly
Quinnn
The Stalwart

She shares a lot in common with the Morgan horse. She boasts heart,
performance values, diligence and longevity. Whether striving to further
the goals of the National Museum of the Morgan Horse or breeding
enduring individuals, she does it all on behalf of the breed she loves.

I

Polly Quinn with Heyday
Molly Stark and giving
some advice to a youngster.
(Photos © Howard Stump,
James Munch, Jr. [inset])
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have known Polly Quinn for as long as I can remember, although
I lost contact with her as I was growing up. We reconnected
when I was in college where her husband Paul, surprisingly, was
a member of my freshman calculus class. The Quinn family members
were staunch Morgan fanatics and supporters of the UVM Morgan
Farm where I worked during my college years. We saw each other
often. Fast forward a lot of years to find Polly and her daughter Nina
in need of a trainer for the really nice horses they were raising. I got
really lucky when they started to send some to me. Better than 25
years later, we are still partners and I am still a lucky horse trainer.
Polly and I have had many adventures, I know we could fill pages
recounting them. Here are a few things I have learned. First of all,
it’s a very good idea to have Polly as a friend because you don’t want
her unhappy with you. She has a very clear idea about what is right
and what is wrong, period! When the phrase “strong woman” was
coined, it was about Polly Quinn. She is smart, loyal, and visionary,
especially where the Morgan horse is concerned. The Heyday breeding
program attests to that loyalty and vision. Polly insists that her horses
be strong trotting and long lived. Two of my all time favorites: Heyday
Independence showed until the age of 16, and came back at the age of

Polly Quinn continued
22 for a hall of fame award with a remarkable performance, a ride
I won’t forget. Heyday Molly Stark showed with the same verve
and longevity, a mare in love with life. I can tell you for a fact that
the Morgans Polly raises share her qualities—they are of a strong
mind, talented, true blue and smarter than me.
True blue also describes Polly’s devotion to the Morgan
museum. A tireless volunteer (a poor word which cannot account

for hours of indefatigable fundraising that spanned the whole
country), Polly willed the museum into life. Our breed owes her
such a debt!
To me, Polly Quinn is a treasure, a support, and my wonderful
friend. I am proud to have her in my life and grateful for a chance
to honor her. Congratulations Polly!
Bonnie Sogoloff

CHOSEN BY OUR READERS

Barb
Rudicell
Morgan CFO

In 1988, a dedicated and determined owner, breeder and exhibitor took
over what is now the World Morgan Futurity, reorganized the structure
and made it the success it is today. And what a success it is! In the past
ten years alone the futurity has raised approximately $2,250,000!

A

warm, friendly and gracious smile is one of the trademarks
of this exceptional lady. She has so many well-earned honors
it is impossible to name them all—but AMHA Woman of the
Year, AMHA Hall of Fame, AMHA Master Certificate and the AMHA
Breeders Hall of Fame, awarded this year, are but a few of the welldeserved honors bestowed upon her. She spends tireless hours serving
as an AMHI Trustee, a member of the Grand National & World
Championship Morgan Horse Show® Committee, as well as having
served on board of directors for the Indiana Classic and Gold Cup.
At the Grand National Horse Show she has been and continues to be
the face of hospitality, working all day of the horse show making sure
everyone feels welcome and a part of the show.
Over 40 years of breeding and raising Morgans with the Raintree
prefix has resulted in more than 50 Grand National and World
Champions as well as the Breeders Sweepstakes Champion, Raintree
Celine, a beautiful chestnut filly. She continues to participate
with these champions in promotional events such as parades and
presentations at Equitana.
Foaling time is Barb’s favorite time of the year! She has actively
foaled out mares for clients, many of them now champions in their own
right—she beams with pride when one excels for their owner. Retired
from delivering foals for clients, she just recently tended to one of her
own and within hours assisted her friend and neighbor, Lyn Estell of
Meadowmist Morgans, foaling out a mare who produced a bay colt!
She is encouraged by her physician husband, Max, in her horse
endeavors. While she seemingly has worked full-time for the Morgan
world, she and Max have found time to raise two sons and recently
serve as hosts for four foreign exchange students.
Barb is one of the hardest working members of our Morgan
community. She continues to enthusiastically promote the World
Morgan Futurity, determined to reward the efforts of her fellow
breeders in the breed she loves. I am delighted to be one among the
legion of her friends. n
Sally Plumley

Above: Barb Rudicel, in her office and enjoying the
Morgan horse.
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